Make student safety your number one priority

We understand the challenges that you face as campus security officers.

Heightened pressure to reduce costs with today’s challenging economic climate
- Many campus security offices are facing funding cuts and budget constraints
- Fewer resources are available to investigate and solve cases

Outdated or incomplete information frequently causes investigations to be more difficult and time-consuming
- Costs and overhead are increased as more time, resources and other expenses are expended to solve cases
- Additional searches and wasted expenses are often required to find the information needed

*LexisNexis® can help you address all these challenges and more.*

With access to *LexisNexis® public records* you can:

**Help solve cases more quickly**
Easily access the most comprehensive information and analysis available so that you can develop and investigate case leads faster
- Obtain search results that are 2 – 3 times more accurate than competitive solutions
- Entity rollup provides all of a person’s names, aliases, associated SSNs, addresses and phone numbers in one listing

**Help enhance officer safety and potentially reduce crime rates**
- Develop better leads and intelligence with access to best-in-breed databases and robust information

**Maximize budget and valuable resources**
- Improve productivity and efficiencies by reducing the time and effort needed to get the information you need, when you need it
Product highlights

With LexisNexis Public Records and the SmartLinx® feature, you can connect entities—people, businesses, locations—across many diverse source types, potentially exposing imperceptible data trails within billions of facts, and find the facts or associations that could otherwise remain hidden.

At lexis.com® you get:

- Nearly 35 billion public records
- More Searching Capabilities:
  - **LexisNexis SmartLinx technology** matches many records to a single entity. You can connect associated entities that don’t have a public record in common and surface records that don’t contain the search terms—even when you begin with incomplete, old or misspelled information.
  - **Find similar sounding last names** like “O’Neal” and “O’Neill,” etc. Checking “Similar sounding last name” will search for similar spellings of a last name to more effectively locate an individual if the last name could be misspelled.
  - **Find nicknames of first names** to find “Michael,” “Mike” and “M.,” etc. Typing in “William” also finds “Will,” “Bill,” “W.”
  - **Use Strict Search** to match only the terms you have entered, e.g., “Edward R. Smith” will return Edward R. Smith, but not “Edward Smith” or “Ed Smith.”
  - **Comprehensive Person Report:** Use this resource when you “need to know everything” about a person. It includes nationwide locator information plus other resources such as bankruptcy, liens, licenses, associates, relatives, driver’s license information, etc. Source types are rolled up and “de-duplicated,” then compiled into an easy-to-read report. Link to a source type and go!
  - **Locate a Person (Nationwide):** This resource includes all states’ locator sources, so use this resource to find someone, e.g., their location and contact information. In the results list, addresses are rolled up under a single person—and document linking may produce additional telephone numbers. Results lists also show high-risk flags. Also link to Further Searches (Real Property, Professional Licenses, etc.) to expand your research.
  - **Statewide Public Records Person Search:** Use this source to search public records within a specific state. You can search all available record types, e.g., UCCs, bankruptcies, etc. for a specific state. Retrieved documents are displayed individually; no roll-up by entity; no report compilation.

For more information call 800-227-9597 ext. 54846 or visit [http://academic.lexisnexis.com](http://academic.lexisnexis.com).

Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.